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Subject: CRD:Look at the Moon by Trip Shakespeare -- resending

FROM:   Chapmanjm@aol.com (John Chapman)

LOOK AT THE MOON
by Trip Shakespeare off the album LULU

Note:  This may be close but not perfect.  The bridge section is probably
pretty accurate, but doesnt sound very good unless you are listening to or
playing the solo, which I have not tabbed. There were some places where it
was a toss-up between G and Em, and the passing (D) noted in a couple of
places might be in there but Im not positive.

		 C#            Eb         Bbm       Fm
Intro:		Look at the moon
		 C#            Eb         Bbm       Eb
		Look at the moon
		           G#          Eb         Bbm
Verse1:		Would you look in my eyes for a moment
		 G#             Eb            Bbm
		Let me see if I can say so long
		 G#             Eb           Bbm
		Funny I cant smile at the freedom that I wanted
		 F#                    Bbm              Eb
		And I cant smile and try to lead you on

		           G#        Eb          Bbm
Verse2:		Would you mind if I cry for a moment
		 G#                 Eb                  Bbm
		Cause I loved the days when you were mine
		 G#            Eb            Bbm     (Eb)  Fm
		Honey I cant lie you wont see me any longer
		 C#                 Eb                  G#
		Let me kiss your sweet lips one more time

		 C#           Eb           Bbm         Fm
Chorus:		Look at the moon
		 C#           Eb           Bbm         G#
		Look at the moon
		 C#            Eb



		Hey now you know that I
		 G#                Fm
		Dont want you to see me cry
		 C#           Eb       G#
		Look at the moon

Bridge: (guitar solo)  Bb / F / Eb /  /  / Bb / F / Ab / F
	  ( ahhhs )      G / D / Em / C / F /  /  /  / D

		           G#              Eb               Bbm
Verse3:		There were days when the moon was bright above me
		 G#                  Eb               Bbm
		Then the haze that came to make me blind
		 G#              Eb           Bbm                   Fm
		Have I lost my mind to be leaving the seeds we planted
		 Bbm
		You can hear the engine
		 F#
		Runs out in the drive
		 Bbm                Eb                   G#
		Let me kiss your sweet lips one more time

		 C#            Eb        Bbm        Fm
Chorus:		Look at the moon
		 C#            Eb        Bbm        G#
		Look at the moon
		 C#            Eb
		Hey now you know that I
		 G#                Fm
		Dont want you to see me cry
		 C#           Bbm       Eb
		Look at the moon
		 G#            Eb             Bbm     (Eb)  Fm
		Honey I cant lie, you wont see me any longer
		 C#                 Eb                   G#
		Let me kiss your sweet lips one more time


